Zipf’s law in phonograms and Weibull distribution in ideograms: comparison of English with Japanese
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Abstract

Frequency distribution of word usage in a word sequence generated by capping is estimated in terms of the number of “hits” in retrieval of web-pages, to evaluate structure of semantics proper not to a particular text but to a language. Especially we compare distribution of English sequences with Japanese ones and obtain that, for English and Japanese phonogram, frequency of word usage against rank follows power-law function with exponent 1 and, for Japanese ideogram, it follows stretched exponential (Weibull distribution) function. We also discuss that such a difference can result from difference of phonogram based- (English) and ideogram-based language (Japanese).
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1. Introduction

Language is one of the most intriguing topics in complex systems. Since Chomsky proposed universal grammar providing a theory of syntactical aspect of language (Chomsky, 1972, 1984), there is a growing literature on evolutionary process of language and language acquisition discussed in the context of evolution (e.g., Pinker, 1979; Bickerton, 1990). Especially in the framework of dynamical systems, there are many mathematical descriptions of language evolution (Batali, 1994; Hashimoto and Ibegami, 1996; Huford et al., 1998; Nowak et al., 2000; Christansen et al., 2002; Kamarova and Nowak, 2003). These mathematical descriptions are based on syntactical operations originated from Chomsky, and are separated from real semantics of language or cognitive world. Especially for natural language studies, there is a separation between approaches based on generative grammars (syntactical aspect) and approaches based on cognitive linguistics (semantic aspect) (e.g., Lakoff and Núñez, 2000). It is necessary to focus on the relationship between syntactical and semantic aspects because language is a unity as a whole (Kubozono and Ota, 1998).

As a case study on the relationship between syntactical operation and real semantics, we study distribution of words in a generated word sequence, especially focusing on the comparison of Japanese with English. Some languages are based on phonograms, and others are on ideograms, where it is just in the relative sense. It implies that comprehension of English proceeds syntactically first while Japanese semantically first. Because ideograms carry semantic content by themselves, the role of semantics in an ideogram
sequence is expected to be different from that in a phonogram sequence. We address the question, how the difference between ideogram and phonogram affects semantic structure of a language. We take English as a representative for phonogram and Japanese as an ideogram. English is a grammar-oriented language on the one hand, and Japanese is a context-oriented language on the other hand (Kubozono and Oota, 1998; Ymauchi, 1974; Tokieda, 1941). An English sentence is constituted based on a grammar, and it explicitly designates message content and a speaker as a subject. By contrast, a Japanese sentence is loosely arranged as a nested structure in an implicit context, and even if a subject is omitted then it can be comprehended (Tokieda, 1941). We can assume that an English sentence is loosely arranged as a nested structure in an implicit context, and even if a subject is omitted then it can be comprehended (Tokieda, 1941). We can assume that an English sentence is loosely arranged as a nested structure in an implicit context, and even if a subject is omitted then it can be comprehended. From these assumptions, we can estimate that difference of a language in terms of phonogram or ideogram can influence the structure of semantics, and then evaluate the assumption.

The question arises how one can estimate semantics, especially quantitatively. For this purpose we address Zipf’s law that is frequency of usage of a word against rank in a text (e.g., a novel) (Zipf, 1935, 1949). It was observed that Zipf’s plots typically follow a power-law function with exponent close to 1. Because frequency of usage of a word represents the number of possible usages, frequency of usage is expected to be proportional to the number of acceptation of a word in a given text. It is, therefore, reflected in semantic structure of a text. Although Zipf’s law becomes a fundamental law in bibliometrics and library sciences (Ikpaahindi, 1985; White and McCain, 1989), it is not argued with respect to the number of acceptation. Recently, Zipf’s law is studied for citation of scientific publication (Render, 1998) and web-page access statistics (Cunha et al., 1995). It can be thought that it is reflected in semantic structure in a net-society. The number of acceptations is, therefore, approximately evaluated by the number of “hits” in retrieval in a net-society.

Zipf’s law is no longer a stranger to biological and medical fields. It is debated whether oligonucleotide frequency in DNA sequences follows a power-law (Martindale and Konopka, 1996; Israeloff et al., 1996; Bonhoeffer et al., 1996; Voss, 1996), and is also discussed in grading psychiatric patients (Piqueira et al., 1999). More recently, exponent of Zipf’s plots is used for cancer classification (Li and Yang, 2002). In an animal’s behavioral sequence in learning process, Zipf’s plots follow a power-law only in the period of learning completion (Mizukami et al., 1999; Kitabayashi et al., 2001). These observations show that the structure of Zipf’s plots in terms of exponent and/or the range of ranking fitted by a power-law can reflect a structure of dynamics of a system in question.

In order to evaluate semantic structure of English and Japanese, we take word sequences generated by capping. Because capping is based just on either phonogram or ideogram, we can remove the effect of arbitrary context, and can access the universal semantic structure. Secondly, Zipf’s plots of word frequency in net-society are obtained by retrieval for web-page, and we evaluate whether it follows either a power-law or stretched exponential law called Weibull distribution (Weibull, 1951; Meeker and Escober, 1998). As a result, we show that there is a clear difference; word sequences in English and Japanese phonogram shows power-law with exponent 1 and those in Japanese ideogram show Weibull distribution. The role of semantics based on our assumption is also discussed with respect to Zipf’s plots with power-law or Weibull distribution.

2. Method: word sequences generated by capping and Zipf’s plots

A sentence of natural language is generated by a particular rule in referring to context and cognitive world, whether language is based on ideograms or phonograms. We here call such a cognitive world proper to a language real semantics of a language. Zipf’s law shows a universal structure of real semantics of language. Looking into a dictionary leads to some acceptations for a word. The number of acceptation corresponds to the number of occasions at which different usages of a word are carried out. That is why frequency of usage of a word can be regarded as frequency of acceptations, and one can estimate structure of natural language semantics. Given a text like a novel, frequency distribution with respect to usage of a word is
obtained, and that reflects structure of semantics of a novel in question and proper to a language. Our main purpose is to address structure of semantics of natural language, and to detect difference between semantics based on ideograms (Japanese) and that based on phonograms (English). Because phonogram do not carry meaning by itself, syntactical operations plays an essential role in generating a sentence. By contrast, ideogram involves meaning by itself, and then the role of syntactical operation or a generative grammar is expected to be weaker than phonogram. There can be difference between phonogram and ideogram-based languages with respect to the relationship between syntactical operation and semantics.

In order to detect structure of semantics proper to a language, influences of contexts proper to a text have to be removed as much as possible. For this purpose, we take a word sequence generated by capping, a word game. As for phonogram, capping proceeds by a rule such that last letter of a precedence word coincides with first letter of a subsequent word. In English a letter does not have a unique pronunciation that is determined as a syllable (Kubozono and Oota, 1998). That is why we use two kinds of capping for English, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood → day → India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood → day → year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping. By pronunciation capping, a word sequence is generated such as mood ← day ← India. By letter capping, it is generated such as mood ← day ← year. Japanese consists of ideogram, Chinese characters, and phonogram, hiragana, where hiragana is originated from modification of Chinese characters. Because Japanese phonogram has a unique pronunciation, pronunciation capping and letter capping...
sequences; generated by letter capping and by pronunciation capping. Fig. 1 shows Zipf’s plots of a word sequence generated by machine capping. A word sequence is generated by capping till the sum of words becomes 10,000. Frequency of a word usage in a net-society is plotted against the rank of a word, in log-log scale. It is clear for both sequences generated by letter capping and pronunciation capping that Zipf’s plots can be fitted by a power-law function through the range of high ranking words, over three decades. The exponent is close to 1, and that coincides with Zipf’s law (Zipf, 1935, 1949).

Zipf’s plots for Japanese ideogram (Chinese character) sequence is generated by machine capping or by man capping. Fig. 2 shows frequency of word usage against rank in log-log plot, where a word sequence is generated by machine. Zipf’s plots for Chinese character sequence (Fig. 2A) cannot be fitted by a power-law function. By contrast, those for Japanese phonogram (hiragana) can be fitted by a power-law function in the range of high ranking words (Fig. 2B).

Instead of a power-law function, it is estimated whether Zipf’s plots can be fitted by Weibull distribution. It is well known as the probability of failure, \( y \), at time, \( x \) that is expressed as

\[
y = \alpha \beta x^{\beta - 1} \exp(-\alpha x^\beta)
\]

with parameters, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (Weibull, 1951; Meeker and Escobar, 1998). We replace variables time and

---

Fig. 1. Frequency of word usage vs. rank (Zipf’s plot) in an English sequence generated by machine capping, where it is plotted in log-log scale. Frequency is evaluated by the number of “hits” web-pages in retrieval for a word. (A) Word sequence generated by pronunciation capping. (B) Word sequence generated by letter capping. Line represents the slope of \(-1\).

Fig. 2. Frequency of word usage against rank in log-log plot for a Japanese sequence generated by machine: (A) Zipf’s plots for Chinese character sequence. (B) Zipf’s plot for Japanese phonogram, hiragana.
probability of failure by rank and normalized frequency of word usage, respectively. Given a probability distribution function as Weibull distribution, corresponding cumulative probability distribution function is expressed as $F(x) = 1 - e^{-\lambda x^\beta}$, and then we obtain that $\log(\log(1 - F(x))) = \beta \log(x) + \log(\lambda)$. Then a straight line with slope $\beta$ is obtained in log(log)-log plot.

Fig. 3 shows normalized cumulative frequency of a word usage against rank in log(log)-log plot, where a word sequence consists of Japanese, Chinese character (Fig. 3A) and hiragana (Fig. 3B), and both of them are generated by machine capping. In the range of large rank a straight line can be observed. It implies that Zipf’s plots can be fitted by Weibull distribution function in the range of low ranking usages. The slope of regression line is 0.2457 for hiragana, and is 0.2531 for Chinese characters. We also estimate whether English sequence of capping follows Weibull distribution or not. Fig. 3C and D shows the plots for English, where data of word sequences are the same as ones used in Fig. 1. They do not follow Weibull distribution.

Japanese word sequences are generated also by man’s capping. Fig. 4A and B shows Zipf’s plots in log-log plot, and Fig. 4C and D shows normalized cumulative frequency of a word usage against rank in log(log)-log plot. Especially for Chinese character...
sequence, plots can be fitted by Weibull distribution function through whole range of ranking (Fig. 4C). It may be relevant for the property of ideogram, and for what the role of semantics is prior to syntactical operation.

There is clear distinction between English and Japanese ideogram with respect to Zipf’s plots (frequency of word usage against rank). An English word sequence generated by capping follows a power-law. By contrast, a Japanese ideogram sequence does not follow a power-law and Zipf’s plot can be fitted by Weibull distribution function rather than power-law function. Such a difference might result from a difference between a language based on phonogram and that based on ideogram, and that is based on the fact; Zipf’s plots for Japanese phonogram follows a power-law with exponent 1. Especially Japanese phonogram also poses a character of Weibull distribution for large ranking. It might be explained that hiragana is originated from modifications of Chinese character (Figs. 2B and 3B).

A formal language is described as syntax (generative grammar) and as semantics (a model of syntax). Syntactical description is isomorphic to semantic description, and then one does not have to describe a language by both of them. It is satisfactory to define a language only by one of either syntax or semantics (Goldblatt, 1991). By contrast, natural language consists both of generative grammar and cognitive world (Kubonono and Oota, 1998). Meaning carried by a
word is determined influenced by cognitive world. In this sense cognitive world corresponds to semantics in formal language. The essential difference between formal and natural language is whether semantics is definite or indefinite. Although relatively generative grammar can be explicitly described, semantics of natural language cannot be explicitly described because it is indefinite. Therefore, explicit expression for semantics of natural language is destined to be just an approximation. That is why generative grammar (syntax) does not correspond to cognitive world (semantics) in an exact sense. Syntax and semantics have different roles in natural language. It is necessary to evaluate the relationship between generative grammar and semantics.

Different language might have different relationship between generative grammars and semantics. If a language is based on phonogram, a letter itself cannot carry meaning or semantic content. In that language, the role of semantics is relatively small in generating a sentence, and generative grammar is dominant. By contrast, if a language is based on ideogram, the role of generative grammar is relatively small in generating a sentence, and it looks as if there existed semantics like a potential function. It leads to a hypothesis that generative grammar is dominant in phonogram-based languages and that semantics like a potential is dominant in ideogram-based languages.

If a generative grammar is dominant in a language, a word generates another word by following a generative grammar, and it leads to a long sentence. Perpetual genesis of words proceeds like a catalytic network with a cascade fashion (Aizawa, 1998), and reaches a steady state in a long enough sentence. In the situation, the relationship between rank, \( x \), and frequency of word usage, \( y \), is expected to be expressed as

\[
\frac{dy}{dx} = a \left( \frac{x}{x} \right)^{-\alpha}.
\]

Because lower ranking word generates higher ranking words dependent on their frequencies, and that is balanced in a steady state. It leads to a power-law, \( y = x^\alpha \).

If semantic is dominant in a language, one can approximately assume a particular function by which information content originally carried by a word is determined. That information is assumed to be intentional one by which a various meaning can be derived (Tokieda, 1941). Imagine the following situation. When one walks in a mountain, he takes a branch of tree and says that this is a good walking staff. In this case a word “walking staff” indicates a branch. In other words, a walking staff inspires a material, branch, that is not a walking staff (Tokieda, 1941).

The information mentioned here is regarded as a force penetrating different metaphoric level (e.g., walking staff \( \rightarrow \) branch). If it is assumed that the deviation of information is proportional to itself, it is expressed as

\[
\frac{df(u)}{du} = f(u),
\]

where \( u \) is a particular variable corresponding a word, and is arranged by similar information. Because the information, \( f(u) \), represents a driving force penetrating different metaphoric level, word acceptance of a word with rank, \( x \), is expected to be dependent on the deviation of \( f(u) \). If \( f(u) \) and \( f(u + \Delta u) \) are the same, they inspire the same metaphorical level and then acceptance of a word, \( u \), is very low. The difference between \( f(u) \) and \( f(u + \Delta u) \) per \( \Delta u \) can contribute acceptance of a word, \( u \). It is also assumed that the relationship between rank, \( x \), and \( u \) is expressed as,

\[
u = \alpha x^\beta.
\]

From the assumption, the number of acceptance of a word, \( y \), with rank \( x \) is expressed as

\[
y = \left( \frac{df(u)}{du} \right) \frac{du}{dx} = \left( -\frac{du}{dx} \right) \exp(u) = a(x^\alpha \exp(-\alpha x^\beta)).
\]

It is Weibull distribution function. Therefore, if a word originally carries information inspiring metaphoric usage, as discussed by Tokieda (1941), frequency of usage of a word is expected to follow a stretched exponential distribution (at least exponential) rather than power-law.

4. Conclusion

To study the relationship between syntactical operation and semantics, we analyze frequency of a word usage in net-society (Zipf’s plot). Because Zipf’s plots represent the distribution of the number of possible usages of words, they show distribution of word acceptations and/or structure of semantics. Especially
we focus on, how syntactical operation influences the structure of semantics. For this purpose, we compare a language based on phonogram with one based on ideogram, and compare English with Japanese.

A word sequence generated by capping is analyzed to remove the influence of context proper to a particular text, and two kinds of capping, man’s capping and machine capping are conducted. As for machine capping, a word sequence is generated with the length of 10,000 words by a particular program referring to a dictionary. Frequency of word usage in a net-society is estimated by retrieval of web-pages, and it is examined whether distribution follows power-law or not. If distribution does not follow a power-law, it is estimated whether it follows Weibull distribution function or not. As a result, we obtain that Zipf’s plots of English sequences and Japanese phonogram sequences follow power-law with exponent close to 1 (i.e., Zipf’s law), and that Zipf’s plots of Japanese ideogram sequence follow Weibull distribution function. As for man’s capping, such a distinction, power-law in phonogram and Weibull distribution in ideogram is clearer than the case of word sequences by machine capping.

We also suggest that a language which syntactical operation is prior to semantics show Zipf’s plots following power-law, and that a language which semantics is prior to syntactical operation show Zipf’s plot following stretched exponential law. A language consisting only of phonogram can be based on syntactical operation rather than based on semantics, compared with a language consisting of ideograms. It is consistent with our analytical results that English (phonogram) sequences show Zipf’s plot with power-law and Japanese (ideogram) sequences show Zipf’s plot with Weibull distribution function.
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